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BEIJING: Chinese authorities have unveiled sweeping
measures to rescue the country’s struggling property
sector, as regulators seek to offset years of harsh pan-
demic curbs and a real estate crackdown that have
stalled the world’s number-two economy. The banking
regulator and central bank on Friday issued a 16-point
set of internal directives to promote the “stable and
healthy development” of the industry, which were
reported by Chinese state media on Monday.

The measures include credit support for debt-laden
housing developers, financial support to ensure the
completion and handover of projects to homeowners,
and assistance for deferred-payment loans for home-
buyers. That came on the same day the National Health
Commission issued 20 rules for “optimizing” China’s
zero-COVID policy, where certain restrictions were
relaxed to limit its social and economic impact.

“We view this as the most crucial pivot since
Beijing significantly tightened financing of the proper-
ty sector,” Ting Lu, chief China economist at Nomura,
said in a note.

“We believe these measures demonstrate that Beijing
is willing to reverse most of its financial tightening
measures.” Hong Kong stocks surged more than three
percent Monday after the measures were unveiled,
extending Friday’s more than seven percent rally before
paring gains to 1.7 percent at the close. The Hong
Kong-listed shares of China’s biggest developer by
sales, Country Garden, closed up 45 percent while the
shares of major competitor Greenland gained more than
35 percent.

‘Not a bailout’ 
Beijing imposed widespread lending curbs on prop-

erty developers in 2020, which exacerbated their liquid-
ity issues and caused several of the largest to default on
bond payments.

The knock-on effects on the massive real estate sec-
tor were severe, with cash-strapped developer
Evergrande-China’s largest-and others failing to com-
plete projects, sparking mortgage boycotts and protests
from homebuyers. The measures emphasised “guaran-

teeing the handover of buildings”, and ordered develop-
ment banks to provide “special loans” for the purpose,
according to a copy circulating online. The document
ordered financial institutions to treat state-owned and
private real estate enterprises equally, as well as
“actively cooperating with distressed real estate enter-
prises in risk management”. The measures also included
“extending the transition period arrangements... of real
estate loans” for distressed developers, and support for
“high-quality real estate enterprises to issue bond
financing”. “The plan includes financial stability meas-
ures that aim to prevent massive defaults and hence
provide a ‘soft landing’,” ANZ analysts wrote in a note.

But analysts cautioned that these changes-alongside
the limited loosening of zero-Covid measures-would
not cause an immediate recovery for the ailing sector.

“While not many are expecting a financial crisis
caused by the current property downturn, the main-
stream view is that the property sector would stay
weaker for longer. Therefore, the worst is far from
over for developers,” Macquarie economist Larry Hu
said in a note.

“The package is not a bailout of property develop-
ers,” wrote Andrew Batson, an analyst at Gavekal
Dragonomics. “With the new policies, the government is
trying harder to make its current approach to COVID
containment and the property market work, rather than
shifting to a different approach.”

New home prices have been falling for more than a
year, while demand is struggling to pick up owing to
ongoing strict pandemic controls that have dampened
consumer confidence. — AFP
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BRASILIA, Brazil: Supporters of the Brazilian President
Jair Bolsonaro take part in a demonstration to ask for
federal intervention in front of the Army headquarters in
Brasilia, on November 13, 2022. —AFP

SHARM EL SHEIKH, Egypt: Climate activists gather with signs for a demonstration calling upon the G20 conference to
adhere to limit global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels, at the Sharm el-Sheikh
International Convention Centre, in Egypt’s Red Sea resort city of the same name, during the COP27 climate conference,
on November 14, 2022. — AFP

Brazil, Indonesia, 
DR Congo sign 
deforestation pact
BRAZILIA: The world’s biggest rainforest nations
Brazil, Indonesia and the Democratic Republic of Congo
on Monday formally launched a climate partnership to
work together on conservation.

All three nations have vast tropical rainforests
threatened by logging and agriculture. “Representatives
from Indonesia, Brazil and DRC... announced a tropical
forest cooperation and climate action in the Egyptian
COP27 (climate summit) side event on November 7, and
agreed to sign a Joint Statement today,” Indonesia’s
coordinating minister of maritime and investment affairs
Luhut Binsar Pandjaitan said in a statement. “We do
need cooperation with others to achieve common goals.
Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much,”
he said on the eve of the G20 summit. The agreement
calls for all three to be compensated by the international
community for reducing deforestation, focusing on joint
issues such as access to climate finance and the price of
a ton of carbon in the carbon-credit market.

The Indonesian statement said the countries “have a
common interest in collaborating to increase the value
of their tropical forests, and to ensure that these tropical
forests continue to benefit the climate and people.”
Brazilian president-elect Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva is
expected to pledge a reversal of the environmental poli-
cies of his right-wing predecessor Jair Bolsonaro to
protect the Amazon rainforest.

His trip to the COP27 talks in Egypt’s Sharm el-
Sheikh-which he will address on Wednesday-will be his
first international visit since beating Bolsonaro in an
election run-off last month.

The 77-year-old promised on the campaign trail to
work towards zero deforestation. Brazil will be repre-
sented at the G20 summit on Tuesday and Wednesday
by Foreign Minister Carlos Franca. The DRC, which is
home to 60 percent of the vast Congo Basin rainforest,
has faced criticism for launching an auction in July for
oil and gas blocks, some of which are in sensitive areas.
The impoverished central African nation maintains that
developing its fossil resources is an economic impera-
tive. But the country’s Environment Minister Eve
Bazaida Mazudi said the three nations can offer solu-
tions to climate change together. “The world is currently
getting warmer and warmer, so humanity needs rain-
forests to bind CO2,” she said, according to the
Indonesian statement. — AFP

UN climate talks 
enter home stretch 
split over money
SHARM EL SHEIKH: COP27 entered its final week
Monday with countries that grew rich burning fossil
fuels and developing nations reeling from climate
impacts at loggerheads over how to speed and fund
reductions in carbon pollution.

Somewhere in the middle, China — accounting for
30 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions, by
far the largest share — is feeling pressure from both
sides, not only to enhance its carbon cutting goals but
to step up as a donor nation, negotiators and analysts
say. At last year’s UN climate summit in Glasgow,
nearly 200 countries vowed to “keep alive” the Paris
Agreement’s aspirational goal of capping global
warming at 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial
levels.

Nearly 1.2C of warming so far has seen a cascade
of increasingly severe climate disasters, such as the
flooding that left a third of Pakistan under water this
summer, claiming at least 1,700 lives and inflicting
$30 to $40 billion in damage. The Glasgow Pact
urged nations to ramp up their emissions reduction
commitments ahead of this year’s critical summit in
the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-Sheikh. But with the
exception of Australia and Mexico, only a handful of
smaller economies heeded the call, leaving the world
on track to hot up by about 2.5C — enough, scien-
tists say, to trigger dangerous tipping points in
Earth’s climate system. At the COP27’s midpoint, little
has changed.

“Parties are basically staring each other down,
thinking they have done their part and waiting for the
other side to move,” said the head of WWF France,
Pierre Canet.

‘Make our lives easier’ 
As ministers arrive to cut through political knots

above the pay grade of front-line negotiators, focus
will turn to a crucial “decisions” document that will
reveal the consensus reached — or not. “All the big
political crunch issues are unresolved,” said Alden
Meyer, a senior analyst at climate think tank E3G. To
accelerate decarbonisation, many developing nations
— including small island states whose very existence
is threatened by rising seas — favour a deepened
commitment to the 1.5C target, with specific mention
of the fossil fuels that drive emissions. US special
envoy for climate John Kerry on Friday called out
countries “whose 2030 goals are not yet aligned with
the Paris temperature goal,” a thinly veiled allusion to
China.

A reality-check report released at COP27 last
week showed CO2 emissions — which must decline
nearly 50 percent by 2030 to keep the 1.5C target in
play — from coal, gas and oil are on track to hit
record levels in 2022. But China and India have
objected to such efforts, with Beijing pointing out that
the binding target agreed in Paris was “well below”
2C, not 1.5C. Negotiators in Sharm el-Sheikh will
look to a bilateral meeting Monday in Bali between
China’s Xi Jinping and US President Joe Biden, along
with the communique from a G20 meeting both will
subsequently attend, for signals that could break the
deadlock in Egypt. “Confirming the 1.5C goal in Bali
would make our lives easier,” a senior negotiator at
the climate talks said.

‘Polluters must pay’ 
When it comes to money, the spotlight in Egypt is

on so-called loss and damage, UN-speak for
unavoidable losses — of life, property and cultural
heritage — due to climate impacts that have already
happened. Rich nations fearful of creating an open-
ended liability regime agreed this year for the first
time to include this thorny topic on the formal agen-
da. Developing nations are calling for the creation of
a separate facility, but the US and the European
Union — while not precluding such an outcome —
have said they favour using existing financial chan-
nels. “This is the highest profile, most political issue at
the COP” said Meyer.

Another track of the talks, meanwhile, has opened
on how much money the Global South will get —
after current pledges of $100 billion a year expire in
2024 — to help green their economies and prepare
for future warming. As it becomes clear that financial
needs will be measured in trillions of dollars rather
than billions, other options — some of them in paral-
lel to the UN process — have emerged. These range
from expanding access to IMF and World Bank
funds, to broadening the base of donor nations to
include China, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi
Arabia and other nations. “China and India are major
polluters, and the polluter must pay,” Gaston Browne,
Prime Minister of Antigua and Barbuda, said last
week during the COP27 summit, speaking for the
AOSIS coalition of small island states. “I don’t think
there are free passes for any country.” — AFP

Climate disaster aid 
scheme ‘Global Shield’ 
launched at COP27
SHARM EL SHEIKH, Egypt: A scheme to give
speedy financial support to communities battered by
climate disasters was launched Monday by a group of
rich and developing nations at the UN COP27 summit
in Egypt. The “Global Shield against Climate Risks”
comes as many of the most vulnerable nations are also
demanding wider compensation for the “loss and dam-
age” they have already suffered from a heating planet.
The initiative, backed by the G7 and launched with ini-
tial funding of more than $200 million, aims to provide
“pre-arranged financial support designed to be quick-
ly deployed in times of climate disasters”.

The Global Shield project “is long overdue”, said
Ken Ofori-Atta, Ghana’s finance minister and chair of
the V20 group of nations most vulnerable to the
effects of climate change. “It has never been a question
of who pays for loss and damage, because we are pay-
ing for it,” he said in recorded remarks at the summit in
the Egyptian resort of Sharm El-Sheikh.

“Our economies pay for it in lost growth prospects,
our enterprises pay for it in business disruption, and
our communities pay for it in lives and livelihoods lost.”
He said he hoped the project would help the most vul-
nerable communities but also aid wider understanding
of the challenges emerging economies face as they are
being hammered by climate-induced floods, heatwaves
or droughts. A first group of nations that will benefit
from the scheme includes Bangladesh, Costa Rica, Fiji,
Ghana, Pakistan, the Philippines and Senegal.

‘Need protection now’
Nations at the COP27 agreed this year for the

first time to include the thorny topic of loss and

damage on the formal agenda, after years of reluc-
tance from richer polluters wary of creating open-
ended liability. Germany said the Global Shield
scheme, largely in the form of insurance that pays
out immediately after-or even before-a climate dis-
aster, would be part of a broader effort to respond
to loss and damage.

Svenja Schulze, Germany’s minister of economic
cooperation and development, stressed that the
scheme was not “a tactic” to sidestep calls for a spe-
cific loss and damage funding mechanism. “The Global
Shield isn’t the one and only solution for loss and dam-
age, certainly not,” she said, adding that more funding
will be needed to cover more countries.

“Those most affected by climate impacts need
practical action now.” The Global Shield is designed to
provide a range of financial, social and credit protec-
tion and insurance for loss of crops, livestock, property
and other goods. It also promises to support the swift
delivery of funds for humanitarian agencies respond-
ing to disasters.

‘Life and death’
A formal loss and damage funding stream would

likely go further, also covering longer-onset climate
impacts such as sea level rise and threats to cultural
heritage. Besides $170 million from Germany, funding
includes $20 million from France, $10 million from
Ireland, $7 million from Canada and $4.7 million from
Denmark. France later said its total commitment would
be $60 million over three years. The V20 bloc, made
up of 58 developing nations, released research this
year that estimated countries had lost some $525 bil-
lion to climate impacts since 2000.

Ninety-eight percent of the nearly 1.5 billion peo-
ple in V20 countries do not have financial protection,
it said. “We’re talking about people living under the
poverty line, they’re not going to be buying insur-
ance,” said Rachel Cleetus, lead economist at the
Union of Concerned Scientists’  cl imate pro-
gramme.—AFP

Bezos says will
donate most of 
fortune to charity
WASHINGTON: Amazon founder Jeff Bezos for the
first time said he will give away most of his $124 billion
fortune to charity, but warned that doing so effectively
will be difficult. The pledge matched similar commit-
ments by some of the world’s richest people, including

Bill and Melinda Gates, Warren Buffett and others. In a
CNN interview released on Monday, Bezos said he
and his partner Lauren Sanchez were “building the
capacity to be able to give away this money.”

Asked whether he intended to donate most of his
wealth within his lifetime, the 58-year-old Bezos said:
“Yeah, I do.” Bezos has been under pressure to make
the pledge after his ex-wife, author MacKenzie Scott,
in 2019 committed to donate half her vast wealth after
their divorce.

Bezos told CNN he intended to maximize returns
in his philanthropy, a concern that has also been put
forward by other tech titans, including Facebook

founder Mark Zuckerberg. “The hard part is figuring
out how to do it in a levered way,” he said in the joint
interview with Sanchez. “It’s not easy. Building
Amazon was not easy...and I’m finding - and I think
Lauren is finding the same thing - that charity, phi-
lanthropy is very similar.”

“There are a bunch of ways that I think you could
do ineffective things,” he added. Bezos and Sanchez
on Saturday announced they were giving Dolly
Parton 100 million dollars to give to charities of her
choosing. Bezos said that Parton “gives with heart”
and praised the country legend on her promotion of
children’s literacy. —AFP


